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PUERTO RICO: A COLONY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Introduction 

Puerto Rico, whose indian name is Borinquen, is an island with an area of 8,890 sq. km. (100 miles east to west, 35 north to 
south) situated in the Caribbean to the east of the Island of La Espanola, which is composed ot the Dominican Republic-and the 
Ri:public of Haiti. Puerto _Rico is the smallest of the Jslands of the Greater Antilles and has a population of approximately 2.5 
million. Originally-the name Puerto Rico had been given by the Spaniards to what we know today as San Juan, the capital, be
cause of the strategic importance they considered San Juan Harbor had for navigation. 

Christopher Columbus discovered Puerto Rico during his second voyage to America. He landed on our shores on Novem
berl9, 1493. J1.µ1n Ponce de Leon, famous for his search for the "Fountain of Youth", was in charge of the conquest and colon
ization of the Puerto Rican nation and he became the first colonial governor of the idland. 

The native inhabitants of Puerto Rico, the Taino Indians, were forced by the Spaniards to do hard labour and were sub
mitted to cruel economic exploitation. The Tainos revolted against this state of affairs and were massacred by the Spanish. As 
a result of the exploitation and massacres and of their lack of immunity against new diseases brought by the Conquistadores the 
Taino Indians were exterminated. "Mestizaje" or intermarriages between the Spaniards and the iniiians and the exodus of many 
of them to the Virgin Islands also played an important role in their dissappearance. 

After this the Spanish rulers began to import African slaves. The Black Africans also suffered cruel economic exploitation 
and were deprived of the most elementary political, social, economic and cultural rights. The 18th. and the 19th. centuries saw 
the first revolts of the black slaves against the oppression and exploitation which they suffered at the hands of the Spanish slave 
owners and colonizers. These sporadic uprisings enjoyed the support of a section of the white population in which could be 
found some revolutionaries and some "whitey liberals" who were beginning to have a naticnal conscience and to feel themselves 
to be Puerto Ricans and not Spaniards. Ramon Emeterio Betances was the greatest patriot and leader of the struggleagainst 
slavery and of the 1868 Lares uprising (Grito de Lares) for independence. Because of this he is kr.own among Puerto Rican lnde
pendentistas (fighters for independence) as the Padre de la Patna (Father of Our Land). Other abolitionists and leaders of the 
mdependence movement during the 19th century were: Segundo 'Ruiz Belvis, Eugenio Maria de Hostos, Manuel Rojas, Andres 
and Juan Vizcarrondo, Buenaventura 
Quinones, Joaquin Parrilla, Manuel Rosado ' • . · · 
el Lenero, and others. A North American 
revolutionary, Mathias Bruckman also fought 
for Puerto Rico's independence on the 186"8 
Grito <l.e Lares. By then a lot of revolution
ary secret societies had emerged in the island 
as for example: La Torre del Viejo, El Pal
omar, Lanzador del Norte, Centro Bravo and 
the one under the leadership of Bruckman, · 
Capa Prieto; There were other kinds of soc
ieties such as the Sociedad Amigos del Pais 
and the Comite Revolucionario de Nueva 
York. In this last one Cuban and Puerto 
Rican revolutionaries discussed str:itegies 
in their struggle against colonialism. 

The first stirrings of the Puerto Ricans 
for liberty were drowned in blood by the 
supreme Spansih military power. But these 
ufrisings announced to the world the birth 
o a new nation, the Puerto Rican nation 
which since then has never ceased to strug
gle for its national independence. 

The struggle ag':linst exploitation and 
Spanish colonialism continued to develop. 
On September 23, 1868 the Puerto Rican 
people, led by the members of the secret 
societies mentioned before staged the first 
armed uprising in the country for national 
independence. After hard struggles the 
Puerto Rican patriots succeedeain routing 
the Spanish army to the mountain town of 
Lares and they proclaimed the Republic of 
Puerto Rico. Immediately after this, the 
armed forces of the Republic were to take 
the town of San Sebastian and the ·rest of 
the island with the aim of liberating our 
country from the Spanish colonial yoke. 
But, after a bloody struggle the Spanish 
army succeeded by force of numbers in 
dominating the armed insurrection. Two 
negative factors that affected this result 
were: the lack of big extensions of forests 
such as the Sierra Maestra or the Sierra 
Cristal in Cuba where our revolutionaries 
could escape to prepare a counterattack 
and the fact that a ship and arms that were RAMON EMETERIO BETANCES 
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to be used in the uprising were confiscated by the Spanish authorities causing this to be a precipitated action on the part of the 
revolutionaries that ended in a military failure. Nevertheless Puerto Rico in arms had shown its unshakeable desire to become. 
a sovereign and independent republic. 

Every year on the 23rd of September the Puerto Rican independentistas make a pilgrimage to the town of Lares to pay 
homage to the heroes of the "Proclamation of Lares" and to reaffirm our determination to finish the epic begun in 1868. The 
greatest of all of these pilgrimages was the last one on the centennary of the Grito. In this occasion about 30,.Q00members of 
the different patriotic groups gathered in Lares to celebrate the festivities even though it was a working day for everyone, even 
though students were supposed to be in school that day and even though to go to Lares through small rural roads is very diffi
cult and takes time. 

After the Grito de Lares in 1868 the people of Puerto Rico have continued their determined struggle for national indepen
dence in spite of all the repressions, imprisonments, persecution and pressure used by the Spaniards since then. As a consequence 
of the people's systematic struggle and the weakening of the Spanish empire the feudal monarchy was obliged, in 1897, to grant 
an autonomous regime with wide powers to the people of Puerto Rico which was supposed to constitute the first stage of the 
national independence which the people longed for. This new autonomous regime granted the Puerto Ricans the rights to have 
its own customs, monetary and banking systems, postal service, etc. Puerto Rico could enter into commercial relations with anY 
country of the world. Puerto Rico had 16 representatives in the Spanish Cortes and no law or treaty approved by Spain concerned 
Puerto Rico unless it was approved by the Puerto Rican Parliament. Spain continued to assume external responsibility for the 
military defense of the island. The Puerto Ricans also had their own citizenship and were not obliged to ent4r into military ser
vice in the Spanish army. 

But, on July 25, 1898, the United States invaded our country, and established a military occupation of Puerto Rico . This 
invasion came as an aftermath of the Spanish-Cuban-American war. That year the U.S. sent the warship "Maine" into the Bay of 
Havana on the pretext of assuring protection for American citizens residing in Cuba. For a long time the U.S. had wished to take 
over the Spanish possessions in the Caribbean and submit them to their own colonial domination, so they allowed the "Maine" to 
be sunk and used this as an ideal pretext for a war and thus snatched Cuba and Puerto Rico in the Caribbean and the Philippines 
and Guan in the Pacific. 

With the signing of the Treaty of Paris in 1898, Puerto Rico, Guam and the Philippines became North American colonies. 
Cuba was placed under North American military occt1pation for two years and after this period the United States undertook to 
recognize its formal independence. By imposing the Platt amendment the United States maintained a semi-colonial regime in Cuba 
until January the first, 1959, when the revolutionary forces led by Fidel Castro, Comandante Guevara and others took power of the 
government. 

1898 marked the bir'. th of the United States as a colonial power of the first order. From that date up to the present the United 
States has continually intervened in the internal affairs of the countries of Latin America, Asia, Africa and Europe. Many Latin 
American countries have seen their sovereignty trampled underfoot and their territory subiected to military occupation by the armed 
forces of the Yankee colossus. Haiti, the Dominican Republic, Nicaragua, Panama, Cuba, Puerto Rico, Mexico and other countries 
have had first-hand experience of "North American Democracy" in action. 

After 70 years of North American military occupation, the people of Puerto Rico are now in the situation that they have far 
less auton0mous powers than they had under the feudal Spanish monarchy. The "Commonwealth" which the colonial governor 
Luis Munoz Marin translated, contradicting all recognized definitions, is simply a mask with which they have tried to cover the real 
situation in Puerto Rico and to create confusion before international public opinion. The translation of the Estado Libre Asociado 
is not "Commonwealth". It would be "Free, Associated State" which means nothing at all because we are neither a free country 
nor are we a state , nor are we associated as equals iwth the U.S. in any sense. Puerto Rico is a colony of the United States of Ameri
ca. 

THE "LIBERATORS" IN ACTION 

The first act of the North American regime of occupation was the dissolution of the Autonomous Parliament and the estab
lishment of a military government which set Puerto Rico back to the time of its discovery and the pe riod of colonization. The 
people unanimouslX demonstrated their opposition to this state of affairs. A change in the currency was another action undertaken 
by the "Liberators '. The Spanish peso which had been used in Puerto Rico had a higher gold and silver content than the North 
American dollar. By imposing the currency change the U.S. gained the equivalent of 60 cents for each peso. In this 'democra:tiza
tion measure" they got from the Puerto Rican people a sum estimated at 200 million dollars. 

. In face of the popular refusal to accept the military occupation, in 1901 the United States imposed the Foraker Law which 
provided for the establishment of a "civil government" in Puerto Rico. According to the provisions of this law, the Governor, the 
members of the colonial Cabinet and the heads of the agencies of the colonial dependencies were named by the President of the 
U.S. and, as was to be expected, they were all North Americans who knew nothing of our lan guage,customs, tradition or culture. 
The law provided for colonial elections every four years to elect the members of a "Chamber of Puerto Rican Delegates". This 
chamber of delegates had only consultative status and had no power whatsovever. It could only make recommendations for inter
nal legislation and the Norh American colonial governor could adopt or reject them through his right to veto, according to the in
terests of the U.S. 

At the fame time attempts. were made to au2:licize our countrv by: clestroy:ing our.culture. ti;arutiJ:>ns cus.toms and uatio.nal 
language. -A:l eaucat10n was 1n Engusn. The stuaffits were requuea to tal<e an oatn oauy on tne u.-S. 1' lag ano to swear tidel!ty 
to the United States of America. Attempts were made by all imaginable means to destroy the patriotic sentiment and to supplant 
love for Puerto Rico by love for the U.S. Altha, ugh the U.S. had partial success in this campaign among minority sections of the 
population, the truth is that the people of Puerto Rico heroically resisted all attempts makde agairlst their national culture and 
feel and think as Puerto Ricans, not as North Americans. The people of Puerto Rico succeeded in defending their nationality , 
)anguage and culture. 

The process of the invasion of Puerto Rico with North American capital was also begun, and continued for year·s at an in
creasing rate until it has reached the present alarming proportions in which 85% of our economy is in the hands to North Ameri
can investors. During the first World War the United States remained in a state of expectancy for three years. They were waiting 
to profit from hostilities to become the world's greatest imperialist power. In 1917, the U.S. entered into the war and that same 
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year they imposed ~o~th American citizen~hip on the people of 1:1erto Rico, ~s a result of which more_ t_han 20,090 Puerto Ricans 
were obliged to enlist m the U.S. Army. Smee then the Puerto Ricans are obliged to do compulsory nulitary service In the U.S. 
Army and if we refuse we run the risk of being sentenced for 5 to 10 years of imprisonment or a $10,000 fine or both and risk los
ing our civil rights. More than 200,000 Puerto Ricans were obliged to enter into military service during the 2nd World War and 
100,000 during the U.S. war with Korea. Some 4,000 of them lost their lives there. At present thousands of Puerto Ricans are 
force . .d to enter into compulsory military service in the United States Army. They are stationed in Germany, Guantanamo, Oki
nawa , Japan, Taiwan, Panama, South Vietnam and other countries throughout the world. 

When they imposed North American citizenship on the people of Puerto Rico in 1917, the U.S. Congress did not consider the 
people's unanimous refusal or the opposition expressed by the Chamber of Deputies which was created by the North American 
themselves. The people's opposition was so strong that the North Americans did not even dare to maintairl the so-called ' democra
tic forms". Instead of demanding that all those who desired American citizenship should swear an affidavit before a judge, the 
Americans demanded the contrary all those who refused to accept North Amencan citizenship should swear an affidavit before 
a judge. North Americans used psychological warfare to achieve its aims. When a person rejected North American citizenship by 
swearing an affidavit he became the victim of boundless repression and persecution which went as far as loss of employment and 
civil rights. 

Other factors which helped the Americans to carry out their plan were the small number of judges? the lack of awareness on 
the part of a substantial number of people of the crime of denaturalization and theway in which it had been perpetrated by the U.S. 
the patriotic leaders did not mobilize the people for a massive, militant struggle of protest against the forced citizenship and others. 
In spite of this, hundreds of Puerto Ricans appeared before the few judges irJ the country at that time to swear the affidavit rejecting 
North American citizenship, thus openly braving the North American government and its repressive apparatus stationed in our coun
try. 

The people of Puerto Rico continued their unceasing struggle for national independence. The patriotic movement used all 
forms of struggles which correspond to the revolutionary di velopment of that period: from political voyages through Latin America 
seeking solicitude and support for our struggle for national independence to the political struggle of the masses in the country it
self. One of the results of this struggle was that the revolutionary political level of the masses rose continually. 

The tragic economic situation through which the country passed, the political exploitation and oppression, created revolu
tionary agitation among the people . The revolutionary movement grew from day to day. In 1935, in the university city of Rio Pe
dras, under the order of the U.S. colonel Francis Riggs the colonial police assassinated Ramon S. Pagan, secretary for labor affairs 
of the Nationalist Party of Puerto Rico and three youig students of the University of Puerto Rico. The motive for the crime was 
the unprecedented success of the movement for Puerto Rican independence under the leadership of Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos. 
Colonial violence was unleashed against the patriotic forces which were beginning to gain sufficient strength to shake and even 
overthrow the North American colonial domination . 

The U.S. colonel Francis Riggs, head of the colonial police was killed by two young patriots, Elias Beauchamp and Hiram 
Rosado on February 23, 1936. As a result the North American government launched a violent wave of repression against the pat
riotic forces. Dr . Pedro Albizu Campos was arrested on the charge of having desired to "overthrow the government of the U.S. 
established in Puerto Rico". The national leaders of the Nationalist Party were also arrested. 

In the face of this situation of struggle in Puerto Rico, Tydin_gs, a member of the U.S. Congress, presented a draft bill before 
that body demanding recognition of the national independence of Puerto Rico. More than 40 of the 77 municipalities in Puerto 
Rico lowered the United States flag and raised irJ its place that of Puerto Rico . Public meetings were held in many municipalities 
demanding recognition of the irJdependence of Puerto Rico. In spite of the fact that the vast majority of the people of Puerto 
Rico demanded national independence the. United States Congress rejected the Tydings draft. 

Once again it was clearly demonstrated that the United States was prepared to use all means to defend its economic, poli
tical and military interests in Puerto Rico and that if the people of this country wished for national independence and national 
liberation they would have to win it from North America through an imp! acable struggle . 

The people of Puerto Rico will only be able to win its national irldependence and national liberation through a long, hard 
struggle against North American interests. Today this is truer than ever before. 

THE MURDERERS OF THE PUERTO RICAN PEOPLE 

Towards the end of 1936 all the national leadership and all the leaders of the local organization of the Nationalist Party were 
in prison. There was a large mass movement in support of Dr. Albizu Campos and the other imprisoned patriots . The first attempt 
to condemn Dr. Albizu ended in failure. The jury composed of North Americans and Puerto Ricans could not reach agreement. 
THE PUERTO RICAN JURY MEMBERS WERE IN FAVOUR OF ACQUITTAL AND THE NORTH AMERICANS VOTED FOR 
HIS CONDEMNATION' After this a new trial was ordered and a new jury empanelled. The new jury was chosen in the palace of 
the colonial governor, in the presence of the U.S. attorney Rockwell Kent, and WAS COMPOSED OF 10 NORTH AMERICANS 
AND TWO PUERTO RICAN ANNEXA TIONISTS. Dr. Albizu Campos was condemned to 10 years' imprisonment and was placed 
in the penit_entiary of Atlanta, Georgia in the United States. 

On March 21, 1937, a large public demonstration was organized at Ponce, the second largest city in the country, to demand 
the liberation of the imprisoned patriots and the national independence of Puerto Rico. It was a peaceful demonstration for which 
official authority had been granted by the colonial authorities of the city. The demonstrators began to gather and to form columns. 
Suddenly strong police detachments appeared on all sides and surrounded the demonstrators. The chief of police notified the 
leaders _of the demonstration that the authorization of the Mayor of the city hr.d been withdrawn and the demonstration banned. 
The demonstrators did not }1. eld and continued their preparations. 

The column started to move forward to the strains of "La Borinquena" , che national anthem, and at the same time the police 
opened fire on the demonstration. The criminal toll taken irJ the streets of Ponce by the murderers of the people was 20 dead and 
more than 200 wounded. Women, old people , youth and children were deliberately killed by the colonial police for the_scle crime 
of having organized a peaceful demonstration for the liberation of the political prisoners and to demand national independence for 



our people. 

A new wave of repression followed the 
Ponce Massacre. But it could not prevent more 
than 25 ,000 people from attending the burials 
of the martyrs. The organization of the Nat
ionalist Party of Puerto Rico was practically 
destroyed. More than one thousand patriots 
were imprisoned. The Federal and colonial 
authorities unleashed the full force of its ter
ror on the people. Popular indignation knew 
no bounds and the determination of the peo
ple to liberate Puerto Rico and our will to 
struggle grew stronger than ever. 

Placing themselves on the defensive and 
wishing to stifle the popular struggle , the North 
American government introduced minimum re
forms into their colony. With this aim Gover
nor Blanton Winship was removed and Rex
ford Guy Tugwell, a "liberal" and proponent 
of the "New Deal" was named in his place. 

For its part, the United States sought a 
colonial politician who had not lost his pres
tige among the masses to serve them as an 
instrument in stamping out the struggle of 
the people for national independence. It 
found such a politician in the bohemian cir
cles of Greenwich Village, New York, in the 
person of Luis Munoz Marin. This was the 
son of a politician who had originally been 
in favour of independence, then for autonomy 
under the Spanish colonial domination, and 
later, under the North American domination, 
had been converted to annexationism. He 
exactly fulfilled the requirements of the 
United States government. 

In order to play his role as a tool of 
the United States, Luis Munoz Marin had to 
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ALBI.ZU CAMPOS 
prevent himself before the masses as a cham-
pion of independence in order to "evolve' ' towards autonomism and to fall finally into the mire of annexationism. This was the 
political career of the colonial governor, Luis Munoz Marin, who faithfully played his role as an instrument of the US to stamp 
out the struggle of our people and to maintain Puerto Rico under colonial domination. Governor Sanchez Vilella, following the 
same policies succeeded Munoz Marin in 1964. 

At the time when Munoz Marin began his first political campaigns the theory that was spread among the popular masses 
and in the _patriotic movement was that the colonial elections would not resolve anything and that participation in these elections 
did not constitute a means of struggle. since the U.S. exercised complete con1:Iol over the elections and prevented the free expres
sion and self-determination of the Puerto Rican people. The slogan was armed insurrection as the only means of struggle for the 
liberation of Puerto Rico. 

The US placed their whole colonial apparatus at the disposal of Munoz Marin. The colonial press and radio~ e~n to make 
an intense campaign in his support. The programme• of corruption known as the "Emergency .Plan for War and the Reconstruc
tion of Puerto Rico" was placed in the hands of Munoz Marin who boasted that he had "many millions in his budget". 

In turn, Munoz travelled throughout the country staging his "electoral campaign" under the slogm of "For Bread , Land and 
Liberty". IN HIS SPEECHES MUNOZ DECLARED THAT IF THE PEOPLE VOTED FOR HIM INDEPENDENCE WOULD BE 
JUST AROUND THE CORNER. Munoz Marin and his followers were never hounded by either the FBI or the colonial police. 

Since all the national leadership and all the leaders of the local organizations of the patriotic movement were in prison in the 
United States and in Puerto Rico, they were unable to direct and correctly orientate the struggle of the people for national inde
pendence. The North American Imperialists and their puppet Munoz took advantage of this fact to confuse the people and to draw 
them into participation in colonial elections which resolved nothing. 

The United States tried to stamp out the revolutionary struggle of the masses and to limit the struggle waged for national 
independence to the circle of fruJtless elections. Because of the unconditional control of the US over the electoral machinery, 
the US was sure that it would never be defeated in this field. The 70 years of colonialism and colonial elections make it perfectly 
clear that Puerto Rico will never obtain its national independence and national liberation through elections .. The national inde
pendence and the national liberation of Puerto Rico will only be achieved through a long revolutionary struggle of the masses. 
This is why those who called for armed insurrection and non-participation in the colonial elections were massacred, persecuted and 
imprisoned while those who preached participation in the elections were given help by the US lackeys in the colonial government 
in the form of economic assistance, electoral subsidies ; they facilitated inscription in their parties and offered them all kinds of 
aid, defending and stimulating them. 

In 1947, after his release from the penitentiary of Atlanta, Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos returned to Puerto Rico and immedi-
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ately began to reorganize his impetuous Nationalist Party. In 1948 the Student's Council of the University of Puerto Rico in
vited Dr. Albizu tc;> give a lecture on the final solution of the political status of Puerto Rico . The rector of the University, the 
well-known colonialist Jaime Benitez refused Dr. Campos permission to give the lecture. The students protested vigorously 
and declared a university strike which lasted for 4 months. The students lowered the United States flag and raised the Puerto 
Rican one . The colonial police attacked and occupied. the University campus. Hundreds of students were maltreated, wounded 
and imprisoned and several University professors who had spoken in defense of the students were expelled from the University, 
removed from their office and even imprisoned. 

Following the dissolution of the General Council of Students, the Puerto Rican University students were.no longer rej)re
sented in the University ruling bodies and they had no possibility of organizing themselves freely and legally,. In 1956, the Uni
versity- Federation for Puerto Rican Independence (FUPI) took over the banner of the Council and continued the struggle for 
Puerto Rican independence, for a Puerto Rican orientation in education, for student rights and democracy. 

On October 30, 1950 an armed insurrection broke out in the mountain town of Jayuya. The colonial forces in the town 
were driven out and the Republic of Puerto Rico was proclaimed. There were also armed uprisings in the towns of Arecibo, 
Ponce, Mayaguez, Utuado and San Juan , Aibonito, Cayey , Penuelas and others. The United States army and its reserve forces 
were ordered into the streets to stamp out the uprising. Attacks were made on the towns of Jayuya , Utuado and others. The 
revolutionary forces fought heroically against the colonial police but they were overwhelmed by force of numbers after the 
colonial authoiitiesdeclared martial law and a state of siege. 

Puerto Rico in arms had once again demonstrated to the world its resolute desireto be a free , independent and sovereign 
country and its determination to struggle until the North American invaders are driven from its soil. 

North Americans launched another 
wave of violent repression against the pat
riotic movement. Hundreds of Puerto Ri-
cans were persecuted and/or imprisoned 
and some were assassinated. As a form of 
reprisal a nationalist commando left New 
York for Washington with the mission of 
killing Harry S. Tnuman, President of the 
United States. In doing this the Nation
alists wanted to draw world attention to . 
the crimes committed in Puerto Rico by 
the North American government. 

In 1954, another nationalist comma, 
ndo traveJJed from New York to Washing
ton with orders to shoot United States 
Congressmen in order to draw the attent
ion of public opinion to the fact that Dr. 
Pedro Albizu Campos was being assassina
ted in the la Princesa prison at San Juan. 
Although Albizu was seriously ill and suf
fering from cerebral hemorrhages he was 
given no medical treatment and it was 
thus that they wished to kill him. 

The brave and heroic actions under
taken by the militants of the Nationalist 
Party of Puerto Rico drew vicious reprisals 
against this organization forcing it to go 
underground and almost completely liqui
dating it structurally. The history of the 
Nationalist Party of Puerto Rico is filled 
with deeds of heroism, self-denial and sac
rifice . 

The nationalist movement commit
ted various tactical errors, some of which 
seriously prejudiced the organization it
self, and later the development of the re
volutionary movement. Nevertheless, 
nationalism was of supreme importance 
in the history of the revolutionary move-
ment of Puerto Rico . 

By learning from the past in order to avoid repeating mistakes and by adapting techni(ll.les to suit the specific situation in 
our country and developing these tactics to keep pace with the changes taking place daily in Puerto Rico, the INDEPENDENCE 
MOVEMENT (MPI) SINCE ITS FOUNDATION IN 1959, has carried on the struggle begun in Lares in 1868 and continued by the 
Nationalist Party during ihe two decades between 1930 and 1950. The MPI is determined to carry the struggle through to the end : 
for the national independence of Puerto Rico , the withdrawal of military and atomic bases set up in our country by the United 
States and the realization of the national liberation of Puerto Rico with the establishment of a Democratic and Popular Republic. 

. Through thei r active and militant struggle, the people of Puerto Rico under the leadership of the patriotic avant-garde which 
is organized within the Independence Movement, will finally triumph over North American interests and its local colonial agents. 



to solving the problem of housing for those living in the slums and the coun
tryside. The colonial pol;ticians only visit the slums and the countryside 
once every four years and then they do so with the aim of soliciting the 
votes of the residents in these areas. Once the colonial elections are over 
the colonial politicians forget the residents of the slumsaand the country
side until they return four years later to once again solicit votes. 

In a recent research project (just published in January 1969) of the 
Puerto Rican Department of Educationiit was found that there are more 
than 80 .000 youths between the ages of 14 to 21 years that are out of 
school and that have not been able to finish high school. 

The public debt of the government and the colonial agencies is more 
than 600 million dollars. This sum is the equivalent of a debt of 250 dollars 
per head of population in our country . Private debt runs higher than 1.100 
million dollars which is an average of 420 dikkars oer oersib, The total of 
Puerto Rico's private and public debt is over 1,700 dollars. This sum repre
sents an average debt of 670 dollars for each Puerto Rican and 3,350 dollars 
for each family of five members. To pay these debts the colonial govern
ment imposes the world's highest taxes while the North American investors 
emjoy tax-free facilities. 

Social evils, vices, attacks, thefts,_prostitution, iil short, all the evils 
of a rotting society, flourish in Puerto Rico. In our country one person 
out of 50 is a drug addict according to information that appeared about 
two months ago in the New York Times. Young people between the ages 
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of 18 and 25 years are the most affected by this vice. The thousands and 
thousands of school dropouts or the "kicked out" of the educational 
system, these young men who could bP.come potential political dynan1ite 
for the system, destroy themselves . Prostitution as a supP.IY flourishes 
flourishes where the. United States milit:1rv bases and the 'tourist centers" have a demand ror it. The root of these social 
evils and &els of self-destruction can he o(und in our colonial situation. Frantz Fanon describes a similar phenomena in 
his book "The Wretched of the Earth". 

Because of our country's economic situation, thousands of Puerto Rit;ans are forced each yeu! to emigrate to the 
United States of America. Our colonial government favors the mass emigratio:1 of Puerto Ricans, because in this way it 
can free the country of unemployed, discontented elements which are likely to ~ouch off the social revolution which 
they fear so much. The US government on the other side, welcomes them hoping to achieve our acculturation and assim
ilation faster . 

The colonial government annually organizes mass emigrations of Puerto Ricans to the agricultural areas of the United 
States and also stimulates emigration towards the industrial sectors where unskilled labor is needed and for domestic service. 
Many adve~tisem~nts ~ppear in your pap~rs seeki:1g Pu~rto Rican servants prepared to clean apartments, wash sishes and 
care for children m M1am1, New Yor~ Philadelphia, Chicago, Boston, etc. hese exiles driven out of Puerto Rico by 
hunger are forced to do the hardest and most menial tasks for starvation wages. In all the great cities of the U S one can 
find Puerto Ricans working as cleaners, dish-washers in restanrants, dock workers, etc. 

Approximately 40,000 Puerto Ricans emigrate each year to the US. There, besides economic exploitation , they 
are subjected to cruel racial and social discrimination. More than one million Puerto;Ricans, whichiis. almost one thirdo 
of our population, are now living in the US. The city of New York has a larger Puerto Rjcan popula:ion than San Juan , 
our capital (700,000 in New York and 500,000 in San Juan). 

In a very recent study done by the First National City Bank of New York and whose title is: "Poverty and Economic 
Development in the City of New York" (Read in page 18, El Tiempo , January 19, 1969) it was found that : 27% of the non
white families (many of whom are Puerto Ricans) in New York have an income oflless than $3 ,000. annually and due to 
the raise in the cost of living (approximately 14% between 1959 and 1969) it is estimated that this percent has increased . 
The study concludes that "the social and economic structure of the city will not be able to survive for much more time if 
the population continues suffering because of inadequate housing, poor education, inadequate training for jobs, unemploy
ment, family instability and low inco.mes." This remark clearly shows liow important it is for the capitalists to give palia
tives or grant minimum reforms once in a while to avoid revolution. 

THE COLONIAL EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM 

The educational system in Puerto Rico is in the service of colonialism. Its principal task is to produce generations with a 
colonialist mentality and with a profound feeling of dependence on the US. The maxim of the so-called Puerto Rican educational 
system is to create a feeling of powerlessness, indifference and an enormous inferiority comr.Iex in the Puerto Ricans. Arisin9 from 
this, in the schools of the colonial government it is firmly impressed upon the children that 'Puerto Rico is very small" and ' The 
US is very rich", that "Puerto Rico is a poor country" and "the US is a very large country", that "Puerto Rico is a weak country" 
and that "the US is a very strong country", etc. 

The brain-washed school teachers use the following simile to compare Puerto Riro to the US: "Puerto Rico is like a pin 
point on the map of the world and the US is like an elephant". In this way they create a feeling of inferiority which becomes part 
of the mentality of the students in our country. They exalt the cultural values of the US and the disparage of our own cultural 
values, thus creating serious psychological problems for our youth. This situation which applies to the undenominational schools 
is even worse in most of the private church schools. There, education is given only in English. The students are for ced to learn 
prayers, mathemataics, etc., in English. These schools were created by the colonial bureaucrats and their pupils are drawn from the 
children of these classes. In spite of all their piety these religious institutions do not admit coloured children or children of poor 
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white people. In other words, these schools voluntarily or involuntarily practice racial discrimination against the black people 
and social discrimination against the poor whites. 

Up to the 1940's all education in Puerto Rican schools was given in English. As a result of the persistent struggle of the 
masses for independence and for the defence of our national language, the colonial authorities and the North Americans were 
forced to give in and to re-establish education in Spanish in all the public schools in the colony. However, in the private schools , 
education is still given in English. 

English is a compulsory subject in all schools and universities in Puerto Rico . Although the other subjects: are taught in 
Spanish, the va~t majority of the books used are text books from the US are printed in English. The Puerto Rican student is obl
iged to study physics, mathematics; algebra, biology, pharmacy, medicine, etc., from text books printed in English when these 
could be using Spanish texts.This is a cause of great mental torture for the student and prevents him from acquiring the necessary 
knowledge for the exercise of his profession after he has finished his studies. The result of this is that the Puerto Rican students 
almost never have a thrrough knowledge of English, physics, mathematics, history, etc. 

A concrete example of this is the fact that if you ask one hundred students, chosen at random, who liberated the African 
slavesin Puerto Rico, more than 90% of them will reply that it was Abraham Lincoln. And they give this answer in spite of the 
fact that they know that Lincoln was president of the United States in the 1860's and that at this period Puerto Rico was a 

Spani!h colony. They reply Lincoln because they simply do not know who liberated the slaves in Puerto Rico and they have been 
made to believe in their subconscience that Puerto Rico was always a North American "protectorate". 

The fact that Puerto Rican students do not know such elementary things about the history of their country should not sur
prise us. After all, this is the function of the colonial educational system: they war.t the Puerto Rican students to be ignorant of 
the history of their country and to isolate them from the national culture , traditienJ and customs. In other words, they want to 
deJ:>rive them of all patriotic fading and to eliminate from them all traces of Puerto R.::an character . In this way they are trying 
to facilitate the process of cultural assimilation. 

Because of this the students know that George Washington was the first president of the US and that he "never told a lie" 
that Lin.coin "emancipated the slaves" in the US but they do not know anything about Acost,.:, Betances, Baldorioty, Ruiz Bel
vis, Vizcarrondo and other great Puerto Rican patriots. 

Because of the role they played in our history, some Puerto Rican patriots can not be omitted :iltogether from the formal 
education, but they are deprived of their merits and belittled in the eyes of the students. Thus we find that Eugenio Mario de 
Hostols is presented as a great educator and not as the great patriot who stipulated in his will that his mortal remains should not 
be transferred to our country until it becomes independent; Jose de Diego as "a great poet" and not as one who fought resolutely 
for our independence; Dr. Ramon Emeterio Betances is presented as "a great doctor'' and not as a great revolutionary leader whose 
dying words were "I don't want a colony either with Spain or the United States, why don't the Puerto Ricans revolt?" The same 
thing is done with the lives of Acosta , Bernabe, Ruiz Belvis, Vizcarrondo and others. 

Yankees yes, Puerto Ricans no ! - this is the motto of the Puerto Rican educational system. 

In spite of all the attempts to deprive it of its nationality, Puerto Rico continues to be a Spanish speaking Latin American 
country with its own culture and traditions. In reply to the cry of the colonialists "Yankees yes, Puerto Ricans no! " the Puerto 
Rican people have replied with' the cry of "Puerto Ricans yes, Yankees no! " 

ANTI-CUBA 

The US is trying to use Puerto Rico as the AntiCuba of Latin America. Following the triumph of Ihe Cuban revolution, the 
North Americans have made greater use of Puerto Rico as a indoctrination centre and the Puerto Rican colonialists as agents in 
the service of North Americans in Latin America. 

Teodoro Moscoso, colonialist and Puerto Rican traitor, was appointed by the US to the post of US Ambassador to Venezuela. 
After his failure in this post he was named as coordinator for the Alliance for Progress. After failing here too , he became an advisor 
to the US government with ambassadorial rank . Now he holds an executive post in a Petrochemical Complex where he is very well 
paid. 

Another Puerto Rican colonialist and traitor, Dr. Arturo Morales Carrion occupied the post of Assistant Secretary of State 
for Latin American Affairs in the State Department. Hundreds of Puerto Ricans are employed in middle posts in the different 
agencies of the US government where they have the task of serving the policies of the US in Latin America. Hundreds of trade 
union leaders, peasants, educators and people of liberal professions each year receive State Department grants for travel to Puerto 
Rico with all expenses paid . Each year the State Dept. also organises "regional conferences", seminars and trzining courses in 
Puerto Rico. A large number of Latin Americans receive grants to participate in these events. 

At the same time the State Dept. uses the Puerto Ricans as instruments . Dozens of Puerto Ricans are sent as "advisors", 
"technicians", "school teachers" , etc. , to countries in Latin America. Some of them also work for the US government as CIA 
agents and military advisors. 

Several years ago attempts were made to transform the University of Puerto Rico into a "Hemisphere Centre" for North and 
South America. The rapid mobilization of the students and people , led by the University Federation for Independence (FUPI), 
the Movement for Puerto Rican Independence (MPI} and other patriotic organizations prevented the carrying out of the plans. 
In spite of this the North Americans have not givern up their plans. 
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NURTURING THE NATIONAL CONSCIENCE 

The North Americans use all possible means to prevent the people of Puerto Rico from discovering the reality of the national 
and international situation. In this way they want to prevent the people of Puerto Rico from attaining a higher level of national 
conscience and from raising their ideological level. The North Americans and their colonial agents use all means from the campaign 
of falsifying political reality to the campaign of slanders and smears aimed at the patriotic movement by the yellow and annexationist 
press, to silence on national and international events. 

When these methods fail to produce results they fall back on persecution, open repression and the mass imprisonment of 
patriots. 

New postal services have been organized to control all correspondence received or sent by the patriotic organizations. All 
correspondence received or sent by the University Federation for Independence, the Independence Movement and other patriotic 
organizations. 

Anyone wishing to subscribe to anti-imperialist reviews printed abroad receives a post card from the· US post office demanding 
that he specify that he wishes to receive "communis ·t propaganda". Revues and books printed abroad are confiscated by the 
North American postal authorities. 

The masses who aspire to independence know that they are not alone in the struggle for national independence. The heroic 
fighters of Vietnam, Venezuela, Guatemala, Peru, Santo Domingo, Bolivia, Panama, Angola, Mozambique and other countries are 
struggling at the same time as our people. The victories scored by these peoples weaken North American imperialism and facilitate 
our struggle. our victories in turn, weaken North American imperialism and facilitate the struggle of other peorle. Our struggle 
is an integral part of the struggle of mankind for freedom, socia] justice, against oppression, the exploitation o man by man and 
the exploitation of solonial and semi-col~nial countries by imperialist countries; against hunger , poverty, ignorance , emaciated 
rights and for world peace. Thi'! whole ot mankind will inevitably be triumphant ir. this struggle. 

The Puerto P~can people are a part of mankind and they will triumph. But tnis triumph will claim sacrifices and lives. The 
centuries-old struggle of our people for its independence has already cost many sacrifice, and lives. But these sacrifices and lives 
were n:::,t offered in vain. They set an example and engraved it indelibly in the memory ot' ')Ur generation. 

Since 1959, a new struggle has unfolded for the independence otP 1erto Rico. This year marks the foundation of the Move
ment for Independence. All those who are really anti-imperialist and patriotic and who actively ~truggle for national independence 
and national liberation have their place in the MPI. Patriotism, militant anti-imperialism and the de::ire to build a just, democratic 
and popular Republic of Puerto Rico are the credentials necessary for joining the Movement for Independence of .Puerto Rico. 

The Puerto Rican Movement for Independence is the patriotic vanguard of the people of Puerto Rico. Under its banner 
thousarnrls of men, women and young people are waging an unflagging struggle for the independence of our people. In the country
side, in the small towns and slums, to the farthest corners of the country, a new wave of patriotic struggle for independence is 
spreading., and involving the broad masses of the people. The people of Puerto Rico are acquiring every day a higher national and 
ideological consience. 

The popular masses make history. The MPI directs its efforts towards the work and struggle of the masses . This explains 
why the number of industrial and agricultural workers who are struggling within the Movement for Independence and giving it 
their backing and support, is steadily increasing. 

Peoples struggling for their independence are bound to be triumphant. Puerto Rico is struggling and it will triumph. Over 
the past 10 years, under the leadership fo the Movement for Independence, the Puerto Rican people have waged a new struggle for 
liberation. Puerto Rico will triumph. Colonialism and the North Americans will be defeated in our country. 

THE ELECTORAL STRIKE 

The Puerto Rican Movement for Independence calls for electoral strike . We oppose the colonial elections for the following 
reasons : 

1. At present Puerto Rico is a country with 13% of its national territory occupied by foreign military bases. If 13% of the 
national territory of the US, France, Great Britain or any other country of the world were occupied by for~~!1 military bases, 
THERE WOULD BE NO NORTH AMERICAN, FRENCH,BRITISH OR ANY OTHER CITIZEN OF A COUNTRY LIVING UNDER 
SIMILIAR CONDITIONS, WHO WOULD SAY THAT ELECTIONS I-IELD UNDER SUCH CIRCUMSTANCES ARE FREE ELEC
TIONS OR REPRESENTATIVE OF THE DEMOCRATIC OPINION OF THE PEOPLE' 

Everybody knows that when France, Norway, Belgium, holland and other countries were under the occupation of the Ger
man Wehrmacht the elections held under the auspices of Germany WERE NOT FREE ELECTIONS. IN THE SAME WAY ELEC
TIONS HELD IN PUERTO RICO UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE UNITED STATES COULD NOT BE FREE ELECTIONS' 

2. If a foreign power controlled the postal services, the customs, foreign relations, the legislative and judiciary system, immi
gration, and emigration and the issuing of passports, foreign trade, the national economy; if it imposed its laws and compulsory 
military service on the youth of the United States, France, Great Britain or on any other country, NO NORTH AMERICAN, 
FRENCH, BRITISH OR OTHER CITIZEN OF A COUNTRY LIVING UNDER SIMILAR CONDITIONS WOULD SAY THAT ELEC
TIONS TIONS HELD UNDER SUCH SIRCUMSTANCES ARE FREE ELECTIONS OR REPRESENTATIVE OF THE POLITICAL 
OPINION OF THE PEOPLE' 

These two examples are not isolated. We could list many others. 70.00 North Americans residing in Puerto Rico participate 
in the colonial elections and almost all of them vote for the maintenance of the colonial system in our country or what is worse, 
for statehood. 

It is the tools of the North American government that are elected at the colonial elections in Puerto Rico. no candidate 
elected in our country has the power to solve the problems of our people. Neither the mayor that is elected, nor the representative 
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of the colonial chamber, nor the colonial senator, nor the colonial governor has the power to defend the interests of Puerto 
Rico and to put an end to the ruin, the economic stagnation, the unemployment, the poverty and exploitation, the military 
and atomic bases, the crisis of the country's agriculture, the illiteracy, etc. Whatever officials are elected · at the colonial 
elections, IT IS STILL WASHINGTON THAT GOVERNS PUERTO RICO. AND THAT IS ENOUGH FOR US TO KNOW 
IN ORDER TO DEVELOP THE STRATEGIES OF OUR STRUGGLE. 

The Puerto Rican Movement for Independence struggles fo .r the right of our people to exercise a complete and demo
cratic vote, electing officials who have the power to solve our vital problems. 

WE DEMAND THE RIGHT OF THE PEOPLE OF PUERTO RICO TO GOVERN THEMSELVES! 

LET US DECIDE THE AFFAIRS THAT CONCERN US IN SAN JUAN AND NOT IN WASHINGTON! 

WE PUERTO RICANS MUST CONDUCT OUR OWN AFFAIRS! 

LET'S STOP THE BLOOD TRIBUTE WITHOUT REPRESENTATION! 

This work which was originally prepared 
by the Puerto Rican Youth Movement in 
1964 and wa5 revised in some of its parts 
in January 1969. 

ERRATA 

page 1: line 3 ... has a population of approximately 2.7 million. 

page 2: line 62 ... population (the same minority which is holding power now 
in Puerto Rico), the truth is that ... 

line 67 New paragraph should start with 'During the 1st World War .. ' 

page 3 : line 53 ... in the presence of the North American artist Rockwell 
Kent, who later on denounced the plot ... 

page 4: lines 37-38 ... Luis Munoz Marin had to present himself. .. 
page 8 : line 9 ... WORKER HAS TO PAY 25% MORE FOR CONSUMER GOODS ... 

line 59 ... Can we consider as industrialized a country which .. . 

page 10: line 14 ... is an average of 420 dollars per person. 
page 11: line 8 ... books used are textbooks from the US printed in English . 

line 9 ... printed in English when they could be using ... 
line 12 ... almost never have a thorough knowledge ... 
lines 27-28 ... Eugenio Maria de Hostos ... 
last line ... have not given up their plans. 

page 13: Last note on this page should read: This work which was originally 
prepared by the JMPI (Youth of the Movement for Puerto Rican Inde
pendence) in 1964, was revised in some of its parts in January 1969 . 

page 14: The last article - 'Truth, But Not Yet All The Truth', should follow 
'Puerto Rico: Past and Present'. The author is also J. Enamorado 
Cuesta and the date is 1946. 
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